PROMO SHEET

OFFICESUITE UC

OfficeSuite UC: Our premier
UCaaS solution for exceptional
reliability, 100% in the cloud
OfficeSuite UC® is an enterprise-grade communications platform that runs
on the Windstream Enterprise network or your existing network. It’s an intuitive, feature-rich
UCaaS solution with a best-in-class self-management portal.

OfficeSuite UC: Easy to deploy;
even easier to use
OfficeSuite UC empowers both administrators and end users
with comprehensive tools to instantly make changes, provision
services, add users and order phones via any device. It’s so easy,
users can self-manage features, freeing IT to focus on strategic
innovation and growth.
Maximum security, superior scalability
Businesses know when it comes to communications, information
security is key to success. OfficeSuite UC addresses that need, using
proprietary technology to encrypt calls, messages and meetings
and securing them in the cloud, eliminating risk while protecting
data and brand. It’s also scalable to 2,500 users, so it can easily
grow along with your needs.
More collaboration for the buck
Use one intuitive system for your entire organization
without expensive wiring or IT support. Experience seamless
collaboration and communicate across locations, using any
device, while reducing IT complexity.
*Subject to exclusions and the terms and conditions of your Windstream Enterprise agreement.
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You can also leverage productivity and customer experience
enhancing features, including extension dialing across all your
locations. As well as, embrace mobility as you move between
offices, share workspaces and use any phone as your own.
Only from Windstream Enterprise
OfficeSuite UC offers the flexibility to let you select the
underlying network that best meets your needs, over-the-top
if needed. And, we can pair it with Windstream Enterprise
SD-WAN to deliver voice, video and collaboration service with
an even higher degree of reliability and quality of service.
Finally, since we own the code, it’s available exclusively from
Windstream Enterprise.

Special offer
Talk to your Windstream Enterprise representative for full details
on how to qualify for this offer.
Get up to 5 months FREE of OfficeSuite UC*

